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Dear Dick (SM, HR), 

If I make an addition based on the panel report st go 
distribution of fine fragments in the noad, what yPort, bps urete seve 11) on the 
Horgan really told you nothing new, in essence, I.thinké..the best points are on vage 
66 or 68. If I am todo this without adding a page to this chapte:, which I desire to. 
avoid, by rough count, in remaking the pages, there will be 15-17 lines, including the 
extra line between paragraphs, Each line has about 70 characters, - " 

HR: when i looked at thispage again and saw how that 6.4 f | i 4 | h , ; au «4 frag radiates from it, I 
am’ so ashamed that even in haste I did not notice it and its very obvious significance! 

Sylvia 

Because of a stupid carelessness in my rush yesterday, to get to DC as early as possible, 

when I mailed both earlier parts of Pi to you, I forgot to add Special Handling, which 

carries books as first class once they are in the mail. Thus it will probably take 

several extra days to reach you. ['m sorry. 

If I haven't told you, I've made fairly significant deletions on the Wash Post, 

Clark (usually switching to the department), all on Foreman rather than leave the c racks 

I believe more than warranted in ( I had gotten the same imformation from a local radiologist 

on the scapula and years ago on the nagle from a buff enginser, whose chart is fascinating. © 

If you see any typos or dropped letters, many of which I've caught, just a 

conspicuous mark, like in red, will catch my eye. 1t can be in the margin and I'll examine 

the line with care. 

It is my plan for many reasons and what I regard as necessities to undertake to 

copyright the new last part as soon as I can get the money for xeroxing after my wife 

has completed the typing, before she reads it for errors and corrects them, Or, before 

I post those she has caught. The handling along can interfere with the sticking of 

gmall corrections. This is what I think accounts for some of the dropped letters. 

In order to get this done, I'm having to get up too early again. 4 asm. todays 

But I had to go to DC all day yesterday, have someone coming for most of today, and the 

federal attroney from Baltimore is due here Driday to begin, belatedly, an attempt to 

negotiate an out-of-court settlement on our long-delayed never by me) secgnd suit for 

the aviation damage to out farming and us. ° 

I also included a copy of PMI. I didn't know if you'd want to refer to it. I had 

only the smaller sige pages of what was III. Sorry. : 

And thanks,


